Event idea Japan
For other program ideas, please contact us at japan@dmcprofessionals.com
Depart Tokyo for Hakone, located only a couple of hours form bustling Tokyo, and on the
way to Kyoto. Mt. Fuji and Hakone National Park is the most popular nature resort in Japan.
Activities there includes brief cruise on the pristine Lake Ashi and exciting rope way ride
over volcanic valley with the beautiful Mt. Fuji view. On this night, guests will stay at
Japanese Ryokan style accommodation and enjoy the Japanese hot spring and Japanese style
dinner. Guests in Japanese kimono wear will be invited to, followed by Japanese-style dinner
banquet with authentic Japanese “Kaiseki” in a “tatami”-floored Japanese banquet room.
Depart Hakone for Kyoto by Japan’s famous high speed train, Shinkansen. Deluxe box lunch
on board will be served. In the afternoon, half day city tour in Kyoto, visiting Golden
Pavilion, Nijo Castle, and Kiyomizu Temple. Ancient capital of Japan, Kyoto offers
numerous numbers of temples and shrines, some of them are UNESCO’s World Heritage
Sites. An informal cocktail reception in the garden of a renowned Japanese temple followed
by sumptuous Italian dinner with Kyoto local vegetables with unique surrounding and
history.

Day at leisure for tours and activities, such as half day tour to Osaka, or Nara, sake brewery
visit and tasting, Nishiki food market walk & Japanese home cooking, Budo Training
experience, private viewing of an Exclusive Temple and Meet with a Buddhism Monk and
more in Kyoto. Farewell evening at one of the finest Japanese style restaurant,
“Kyoyamato”. During the dinner, traditional type of Japanese entertainments are available –
Geisha dance performance, Kabuki play, Koto or Japanese harp, Shishimai or dragon dance,
Ninja & Samurai performance and more.
Kyoyamato: one of the finest Japanese Kaiseki cuisine restaurants in Kyoto. The restaurant
originally constructed for a second house of Nishi- Honganji Temple, is located in the middle
os “Special District for Preservation of Historical Buildings”, where Higashiyama Great
Temples, accredited as World Heritage, are surrounding around it.
Pillow gift: Japanese Furoshiki (a Japanesetradditional wrapping cloth made of silk)
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